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On the feature [rtr] in Chilcotin:
A problem for the feature hierarchy*

Heather Goad
University of Southern California

0. Introduction.
In this paper, I discuss two rules in Chilcotin (Athapaskan), both of

which involve spreading of the feature [retracted tongue root] ((rtr]). The
first rule is a coronal consonant harmony rule, Sibilant Assimilation, which
requires that all coronal sibilants in a word agree in their specification
for [rtr). The second rule, a tongue root harmony rule called Flattening,
spreads [ +rtr] fresh velar segments and coronal sibilants onto neighbouring
vowels. Only a subset of the [ +xtr] segments which trigger Flattening
undergo Sibilant Assimilation. Given the structure of the feature
hierarchy, the spreading of this subset in Sibilant Assimilation is
impossible without violating locality. I suggest that the theory of tree
geometry be modified to accomodate this problem.

1. Chilcotin phonology.
The Chilcotin consonant inventory is provided in (1). The consonants

which participate in Sibilant Assimilation (SA) are in columns 4 and 5.
Those which participate in Flattening (F) are in columns 5, 8, and 10.

(1) Chilcotin consonants.
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As can be seen from the values given for [rtr], I assume Radical
Underspecification, as developed by Archangeli (1984) and further elaborated
upon by Ar hargeli & Pulleyblank (1986). In this theory, only completely
unpredictable information is specified in underlying representations. In
Chilcotin, then, only the marked value of the feature [rtr], [ +rtr], is
initially specified. ([ +rtr] segments are marked by the circumflex
accent. )s

1.1 Flattening.

Although Sibilant Assimilation applies first, I will begin with a
discussion of Flattening for ease of exposition; I will only review the
relevant facts. Flattening operates bidirectionally, spreading [ +rtr] from
flat consonants onto neighbouring vowels. Derived or flattened vowels and
nonderived vowels are given in (2).
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(2) Chilcotin vowels.

Nonderived
[+rtr]

Derived/Flattened
[ortr]

i u e,ai o
t V E,2%.

C a
ae a

i,t --> a i, st / [+rtr] -i,t --> e,e / - [+rtr]

Note that /1/ and /t/ have two derived variants; tai] and (at] surface when
Flattening applies rightward while (e] and [E]2 surface when it applies
leftward.

There are two sets of flat consonants in Chilcotin, one coronal set, the
sibilants in column 5, and one velar set, the segments in columns 8 and 10;
these correspond to two different domains of rule application. The domain
of the first, Sibilant Flattening, is the entire word. The second, Velar
Flattening, affects adjacent vowels only although a consonant may intervene
between the target and trigger. Examples of Flattening are given in (3).
The underlying representation is first provided. This is followed by the
stage after which the cyclic rules like Epenthesis have applied. This is,
in turn, followed by the lexical representation after which the non- cyclic
rules like Flattening have applied.3

(3) . Flattening.
a. Sibilant Flattenirxx (dcumain = word) .

/b- -ts'i/ --> bets'i --> [bats'ai]
'his head' (Cook 1983:128)

/s -deeh/ --> s"edaeh --> [sadah]
'he sat' (Krauss 1975:30)

/g u -nit/ --> guniz --> fgone2)
'it (house) ' is long' (cook 1983:130)

b. Velar Flattening.(damain = ádjacent vowels).
/ytktg/ --> yektig --> fyakatk]
'ball' (Cook 1983:124)

/kaeniS/ --> i"saeniÇ --> [kanix], *[kanaix]
'spoon' (Cook 1983:124)

/s- naejt/ --> sFnaei --> (sena]4, *[sans]
'my eye' (Krauss 1975:32)

1.2 Sibilant Assimilation.
Sibilant Assimilation requires that all sibilants in a word agree with

the specification of [rtr] of the rightmost sibilant. Examples of Sibilant
Assimilation and subsequent Flattening where it applies are given in (4).
The output of the cyclic stratum shows the effects of Sibilant Assimilation.
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The effects of Flattening, as mentioned above, are evident in the lexical
representation. Only the forms in (4)b have undergone Flattening. The
for in (4)a have not as their'[ +rtr] triggers have been lost in Sibilant
Assimilation.

(4) Sibilant Assimilation.
a. Assimilation to rightmost sibilant unspecified for [rtr].

/tore s-s -tSis/ ---> tae sestSis --> [tae ststSis]
'I didn't fry it' (Cook 1987:56)

/s- t- tsiry --> seïtsi; --> [scusi;]
'you (pl) made it' (Krauss 1975:32)

/t- i- s- t- tsaez/ --> ttzittsaez --> (tezittsaez]
'I started to cook' (Cook 1987:56)

b. Assimilation to rightmost [ +rtr] sibilant with subsequent
Flattening.
/h- s- t'aeg/ --> h4gt'aeg --> (hsst'ag]
'I cut it' (Cook 1977:262)

/s- u- "z- n--- ts'aen/ --> su ttg'aen --> [so2íiit1s'an]
'you listened to me' (Cook 1987:56)

/nae- t -2-s- du2/ --> naetezt --> (nataiasdo2)
'I started to crawl back' (Krauss 1975:36)

Note that none of the examples in (4) includes velar segments. Recall
that the velars in columns 8 and 10 in (1) are underlyingly specified [ +rtr]
as they, in addition to the coronals, trigger Flattening. Locality, a
constraint on the operation of rules as defined in (5), predicts that [ +rtr]
velars will participate in Sibilant Assimilation.

(5) Locality (Steriade 1987:338).
If a rule propagating F has applied to a string, then any segment
intervening between target and trigger was unspecified for F when the
rule applied.

First, locality predicts that any [ +rtr] velar segment which intervenes
between two sibilants will undergo Sibilant Assimilation, as illustrated in
(6).5 (S stands for sibilant, K for velar).

(6) Intervening [ +rtr] velar as undergoer.
[...S...[...$...5...]cycle

1]cycle 2
--> [...S...K...S...]

+rtr +rtr

Second, locality predicts that if the rightmost [ +rtr] segment in a string
is a velar, it will trigger Sibilant Assimilation.

(7) Rightmóst ( +rtr] velar as trigger. w w w
[...5...[...S...K...]

c Ycle 1] cycle 2
--> [...S...S...K...]

+rtr +rtr
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Neither of these predictions is true; instead, velars are neutral to
Sibilant Assimilation. Examples are provided in (8).

(8)a. Inte [ +rtr] ,velar as undepoer.
A-1-k:Es/g--> sflkk&s -> [salk as], *[selk¿s]
'he coughed' (Cook p.c.)

/h -s-d -ë É s/ ---> hisgw¿ s -> [hasg a s] , * [htsg t s]

'he was ticklish' (Cook p.c.)

b. Rightmost +rtr] velar as trigger.
/d- z-ts'aef/ -> dizts'ae --> [dizts'a], *[dezts'a]
'he yawned' (Krauss 1975:12)

jnae- d- t- z -tsvi/ --> naedetiztsvá --> [naedEtiztso], *[nadatezts,]
'it started to turn yellow' (Krauss 1975:38)

In (8)a, [kw] and [g ] (the latter derived from Id+r,) have not lost their
[ +rtr] values through Sibilant Assimilation as can be seen from the fact
that the vowels in both forms are flattened. Similarly, in (8)b, the
rightmost [ ¡] in both forms has not triggered Sibilant Assimilation as can
be seen from the fact that only the voweliately adjacent to [ó] has
been flattened. If [ +rtr] had spread from [3] to the sibilants, all vowels
would have been flattened.

2. Solution.
To review, the problem is that only a subset of the [ +rtr] segments

which trigger Flattening undergo Sibilant Assimilation, the coronale; the
velars are neutral. The [ +rtr] coronals Heist somehow be isolated from the
[ +rtr] velars for the purpose of Sibilant Assimilation. This is impossible
within the theory of tree geometry without violating locality.

2.1 Feature hierarchy.
Before proposing a solution, I will briefly discuss the feature

hierarchy I am assuming. It is essentially that same as that proposed by
Sagey (1986), incorporating revisions by Ardhangeli & Pulleyblank (1989),
Czaykowska-Higgins (1987), and Shaw (1988b).
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(9) Feature hierarchy.

[cons]
nos]

[ten-se /atr][]
[sped]

LAB

[rnd]

SL

[strid] [ant]

I adopt Sagey's proposal that the place node is divided into several
articulator nodes. Following Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1989) and
CzaykowskaHiggins (1987), though, I have added an additional tongue root
node into which the feature [rtr] docks. Archangeli & Pulleyblank actually
place the feature [atr], not [rtr], under the tongue root node. However,

according to Czaykawska Higgins' definition of these two features, what
Archangeli & Pulleyblank refer to as [ -atr] she refers to as [ +rtr]. (As we

will see later, Chilcotin actually requires both [atr] and [rtr] so the
distinction between them is not a trivial one.) Further, following Shaw
(1988b), I assume that [strident] docks into the coronal node rather than
into the supralaryngeal node and that [lateral] docks into the
supralaryngeal node rather than into the coronal node. (The significance of

the locations of these two features will become clear below.)

2.2 AssunptionLs.
TO account for the neutrality of [ +rtr] velars in Sibilant Assimilation,

I suggest that the theory of tree geometry be weakened as follows. One, as
Clements (1985) proposes, the structure of the feature hierarchy is based on
strictly phonological properties and not on articulatory or acoustic
properties as Sagey (1986) proposes. For the most part, these will converge

on a single representation. An exception is the location of the feature

[strident]. [strident] indicates a high degree of friction; on acoustic
grounds, it should dock into the supralaryngeal node along with other manner
features. However, phonologically, it functions as a coronal place feature
and so I assume it docks into the coronal node, as illustrated in (9).
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Two, I suggest that part of the structure of the feature hierarchy may
be determined on a language specific basis. Of course, this is only
possible if the hierarchy is based on abstract phonological criteria which
are not necessarily independently supported by articulatory or acoustic
facts. This suggestion is not surprising given the debate over the location
of certain features like [lateral]. Shaw (1988b) argues that [lateral] is
linked to the supralaryngeal node while Levin (1988) argues that it is
linked to the coronal node.

Finally, following from two, I assume that within a single language, a
feature may initially be located in more than one place in the hierarchy,
the locations being determined by the phonological processes different types
of segments undergo. Such a feature will then be treated as several
features by the phonology and the condition of locality will have been
circumvented.

2.3 Application to Chilcotin.
In Chilcotin, I suggest that [ +rtr] originates in two places, under the

coronal node for coronal sibilants and under the tongue root node for
velars, as illustrated in (10).

(10) Location of [rtr] underlyingly and throughout cyclic phonology.
a. Coronal sibilants.

COR

[ +rtr)

b. Velars.
TR

( +rtr)

[rtr] remains under the coronal node throughout the cyclic phonology.
Sibilant Assimilation, being a cyclic rule, may then apply on the coronal
tier without any trouble from [ +rtr] velars. Despite the fact that there is
no articulatory justification for this analysis, it is intuitively correct
that [rtr] should be located under the coronal node for the sibilants since
long distance consonant harmony rules like Sibilant Assimilation typically
if not always involve coronal features. This may be explained by the fact
that coronal is the only place node which has no features relevant for the
specification of vowels.

To avoid any violations of locality, we must guarantee that the
sibilants are the only coronal segments specified for coronal features at
the point when Sibilant Assimilation applies. Potentially problematic
segments are in columns 2, 3 and 6 in the consonant inventory in (1). The
consonants in column 2 are initially unspecified for [anterior] and the
palatal sibilants in column 6 are initially unspecified for [strident]. The
laterals in column 3, however, oust be specified for [lateral] from the
onset; therefore, I follow Shaw (1988b) in assuming that [lateral] is a
supralaryngeal feature and not a coronal feature (cf. Levin 1988).

Other evidence for [rtr] being initially located under both the coronal
node and the tongue root node canes from structure preservation. There is a
morpheme structure constraint in thilcotin that requires all sibilants in a
morpheme to agree in their specifications for [rtr] and all velars in a
morpheme to agree in their specifications for [rtr]. Thus, the forms in
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(11)a are licit while those in (11)b are disallowed. (S stands for

sibilant, K for velar, and V for vowel.)

A A
(11)a. SVS SVS

KVK KVK

A
*gVS*SVS *SVS

A A

*KVK *KVK

Interestingly, a root may contain both sibilants and velars which disagree
in their specifications for [rtr]. Examples are provided in (12).

(12) KVS: Awes/ --> [xwss]
'thorn' (Cook 1976:24)

KVV: /- k'aes/ -> [ -k'as]
'to stretch (imperf)' (Cook 1977:262)

SVK: /- dzaex/ --> [ -dzax]

'to put (imperf)' (Cook 1977:264)

This constraint can be attributed to the OCP. In (11)a, the OCP requires
that the sibilants share one coronal node and that the velars share one
tongue root node. The forms in (11)b are illicit because the corneal and
tongue root nodes cannot be shared. The forms in (12) cannot be ruled out
as the OCP would have to scan for [rtr] on two different tiers
simultaneously.

At the end of the cyclic phonology, the [rtr] for sibilants moves from
the, coronal node to the tongue root node. Flattening which is a noncyclic,
nonstructure-preserving rule then applies. Evidence that [rtr] must move
canes from Sibilant Flattening. Recall that Flattening spreads [ +rtr] from
consonants onto vowels. Since coronal features are irrelevant for the
specification of vowels, spreading [4-rtr] from the coronal node onto target
vowels is impossible.d

While this analysis works, it requires manipulating the feature
hierarchy in an unprecented way. Exactly what features may be located in
more than one place in the hierarchy is a question I leave open to further
research.

3. Alternative analyses.
There are (at least) three alternative analyses to account for the

neutrality of [ +rtr] velars in Sibilant Assimilation. The first I will
immediately rule art; the second and third I leave open as possibilities.
The first alternative is to assume that Sibilant Assimilation and therefore
Sibilant Flattening involve spreading of a different feature from that which
spreads in Velar Flattening. Clearly, both Flattening rules involve tongue
root assimilation and so the only other available feature is [atr]. Many
researchers assume that [rtr] and [atr] are one and the same feature.
Czaykr. ska Higgins (1987) argues that they are different. [atr] which
probably incorporates [tense] is the feature which describes the tongue root
when involved in laryngeal activity; [rtr] is the feature which describes
the tongue root when involved in uvular or pharyngeal articulation.

Opting for both [atr] and [rtr] to describe Flattening is undesirable
for two reasons. One, it unjustly claims that Sibilant Flattening and Velar
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Flattening are two very different processes. It is then an accident that
the effects of both on the vowels are identical. Tao, more importantly,
Chilcotin already makes use of both [atr] and [rtr], providing evidence that
Czaykawska- Higgins' distinction between these two features is more than
simply phonetic. While [rtr] is needed for Flattening, [atr] is needed to
distinguish tense vowels from lax vowels; referring back to (2), it can be
seen that [i] must be distinguished from [L] and [u] mist be distinguished

from [v ] .

The second alternative was proposed to me by Doug Pulleyblank.
Pulleyblank suggested spreading two different features in Sibilant
Assimilation and Flattening, [distributed] in the former and [rtr] in the
latter. Further, in keeping with the goals of Radical Urderspecificatiom,
the coronal sibilants need not be initially specified for [rtr]; instead,
they may acquire this feature through application of the redundancy rule
[ +distr] --> [ +rtr] after Sibilant Assimilation and before Flattening.

An advantage of Pulleyblank's suggestion is that Sibilant Assimilation
involves spreading of [distributed] rather than [rtr], the former being a
feature typical of coronal harmony rules found in other languages. Probl
are as follows. First, the analysis requires the introduction of a new
feature, (distributed]. Second, there is spectrographic evidence that the
two sets of coronal sibilants (those in columns 4 arxi 5 in (1)) differ in
terns of ph aryngealization which is usually caused by retracting the tongue
root (Latimer 1978).

The third alternative analysis was proposed to me by Morris Halle.
Halle suggested that segments with coronal features be projected onto a
separate plane for the purpose of Sibilant Assimilation. I will develop his
idea as follows. [rtr] is located tinder the tongue root node for both
coronal sibilants and velars. All segments with coronal features are
projected onto a plane independent of the main segmental plane. [ +rtr]

velars are not involved in Sibilant Assimilation because Sibilant
Assimilation takes place on the coronal plane. Spreading is of the place
node; all place features associated with coronal segments spread, including
[rtr] where relevant. See (13).

(13) Sibilpt Assimilation.
/S-KV5/ -> SKVg

Main segmental plane

Skeleton X -

SL

coronal plane

1

P

X X X

SL

V ti

p
\

COR COR TR

[+strid] [+strid] [+rtr]
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After Sibilant Assimilation (or at the end of the cyclic phonology), the
coronal plane and the main sejnental plane are conflated. Flattening then
spreads ( +rtr] from coronal sibilants and velars onto neighbouring vowels.

As in early autosegnental theory, in this solution, there are ro
constraints on what features may by projected onto a separate plane (cf.
McCarthy 1989) .

4. Conclusion.
I have discussed two rules in Chilootin, Sibilant Assimilation and

Flattening, both of which appear to involve spreading of the same feature,
(4-rtr]. The problem is that only a subset of the [ +rtr] segments which
trigger Flattening undergo Sibilant Assimilation; the spreading of this
subset in Sibilant Assimilation is impossible without violating locality.

A solution was offered which allows (.4-rtr) to originate in two places in
the feature hierarchy, under the coronal node for coronal sibilants and
under the tongue root node for velars. Sibilant Assimilation then spreads
(4-rtr] on the coronal tier without any trouble from [ +rtr] velars.

Three alternative analyses were discussed, two of which I have left open
as possibilities. One is Pulleyblank's suggestion that different features
spread in Sibilant Assimilation and Flattening, [distributed] and (rtr]
respectively. The other is Halle's suggestion that segments with coronal
features be projected onto a separate plane for Sibilant Assimilation.

All three solutions are inadequately constrained. On the one hand are
Halle's and my solutions; both manipulate the feature hierarchy, albeit in
different ways. In Halle's solution, it has not been determined what
features may be projected onto a separate plane. In my solution, it has not
been determined what features may be located in more than one place in the
hierarchy. On the other hand is Pulleyblank's solution; it manipulates
feature theory by introducing a new feature into the analysis.
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Notes.
* I would like to thank Diana Ar hangeli, Richard Demers, Nigel Duffield,

Morris Halle, Jonni Kanerva, Juliette Levin, Doug Pulleyblank, Debbie
Schlindwein, and Jean -Roger Vergnaud for comments on an earlier version
of this paper and Eurx -Do Cook for providing me with the examples in
(8). Of course, all errors are my awn. While undertaking this
research, I was supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada, doctoral fellowship no. 452 -88 -2200.

i. Radical Underspacification is necessary as there is evidence that only
[ +rtr] may be specified at the point when Flattening applies.
Flattening applies to the outcome of Sibilant Assimilation; thus, only
[ +rtr] may be specified at the point when Sibilant Assimilation applies
also, even though, as we will see, it appears to be a feature -changing
rule.

2. In the Chilcotin literature, (at] is assumed to be the only flattened
variant of /t /. However, to my knowledge, no examples have been found
where /t/ has been flattened from the right. For reasons of symmetry, I
assume that should such a case be found, the vowel which would surface
would be [E] and not [at].

3. The underlying representations are not always identical to those
provided by Cook and Krauss as they do not distinguish underlying and
intermediate levels of representation.

4. [Î] is deleted word- finally late in the lexicon.

5. Because Sibilant Assimilation cannot be a feature -changing rule in
Chilcotin, I follow Shaw (1988a) in adopting a two rule approach. One
rule spreads [ +rtr] to all target consonants, as illustrated in (i); the
other rule delinks [ +rtr], as illustrated in (ii).

(i) SPreading:
o o

+rtr

(ii) Delinking:
o o

+rtr

Both rules are triggered by structure preservation (in the sense of
Kiparsky 1982); underlyingly, all sibilants in a morpheme must agree in
their specifications for [rtr]. When two morphemes with sibilants are
concatenated whose values for [rtr] do not agree, the representation is
ill- formed. If the rightmost sibilant is specified [ +rtr], it spreads
leftward by (i). If the rightmost sibilant is unspecified for [rtr], no
spreading may take place and the leftmost [ +rtr] delinks by (ii).

6. Both Diana Ar hangeli and Juliette Levin have pointed out to me that it
may not be necessary to move [rtr] from the coronal node to the tongue
root node. Archangeli suggested that [ +rtr] spread in Sibilant
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Flattening from the coronal node onto vowels, creating a tongue root
node in the process. Levin pointed out that vowels may actually receive
some coronal features as in spreading from retroflex consonants onto

vowels.
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